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The best New York theater directors
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1. Jay Scheib
Mixing multimedia with deadpan-cool (and very sexy) actors, Scheib is forging new
ways of seeing drama.
2. Ken Rus Schmoll
Schmoll takes on more difficult playwrights, teasing out the ambiguity and menace in
their words.
3. Elizabeth LeCompte
As chief engineer of the Wooster Group’s postmodern tech spectacles, she has
influenced a generation of experimenters.
4. Anne Kauffman
She helmed two of our favorite shows in years: The Thugs and God’s Ear. Sensitive
to thorny language, she makes the murky crystal clear.
5. Joe Mantello
Sure, he helmed the blockbuster Wicked, but the former actor is most at home
working on tough drama on an intimate level.
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6. Richard Foreman
They don’t call him the king of the avant-garde for nothing; Foreman is the auteur’s
auteur: He writes, designs, directs and even operates the sound.
7. Robert Woodruff
It’s criminal how little he works in the city, but when he does, we’re transfixed by the
elegant brutality of his cool tableaux.

On the blogs

8. Stephen Daldry
Without this bold British director (of stage and screen), Billy Elliot wouldn’t have been
nearly so magical.
9. Julie Taymor
We’re waiting for a follow-up as impressive as The Lion King, but until then, we’ll still
get weepy over "Circle of Life."
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10. Bartlett Sher
This guy can do everything: old-fashioned musicals like South Pacific and great
drama like Awake and Sing! He’s a treasure.
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mportant things to know about director Jay Scheib: Born:
“One of my goals is to pay my actors as much as they
1969, Shenandoah, Iowa. Occupation: associate professor in
would make temping,” he says. Still, his regular actors, a
music and theatre arts, Massachusetts Institute of Technolgroup of six to eight that one might call the Jay Scheib Playogy. Number of productions slated for 2008: five, three of
ers, moan like addicts when they think of working with him
them world premieres, taking place in three countries. (“Last
again. “Whenever I get a call from Jay, I just stop the presses,”
season, I had seven premieres in five different countries,”
says New York–based performer Eric Dean Scott. He and
Scheib says evenly. He says
the rest of Team Scheib
everything evenly.) Number
are gambling big as
of resident theatre gigs this
they develop Scheib’s
year and every year heretoexuberantly physical,
fore: zero.
heavily technologized
How can such a direcbut emotionally open
tor as Scheib—who, not so
style of theatremaking.
incidentally, has also writAudiences and critics
ten or adapted scripts for
may love it or hate it,
about a dozen of his own
but they are rarely indifproductions—earn degrees
ferent. Scheib himself
and awards from impeccably
cites Tadeusz Kantor,
conventional bodies (B.A.,
Robert Wilson, William
8gi`c Jn\\e\p Xe[ K_fdXj B\Xk`e^ `e JZ_\`YËj K_`j GcXZ\ @j X
University of Minnesota;
Forsythe, Rem Koolhaas
;\j\ik Xk k_\ @ejk`klk\ f] :fek\dgfiXip 8ik `e 9fjkfe%
MFA, Columbia University;
and Anne Bogart among
NEA/TCG Career Develhis various inspirations
opment Program grant) and then go on to fashion his career
and mentors—famous names that would mean nothing if
entirely outside of the institutions they were intended to
Scheib couldn’t refine those influences to give every work
serve—ostensibly the center of the American theatre? The
(whether it be a song cycle or straight play, with his own
circuit he is now riding—stretching from New York City’s
text or not, high-tech or low) a genuine sense of excitement
P.S. 122 to Minnesota’s Walker Art Center to theatres and
and risk.
festivals in Hungary, Austria and Germany—suggests that
Let’s look at the projects. In January This Place Is a Desert
another center exists and that another kind of theatrical life
appears at Mark Russell’s Under the Radar Festival at New
is possible, even if it’s not quite, or not yet, a living.
York City’s Public Theater, the equivalent, for Scheib’s circuit,
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of the resident theatre’s Humana Festival of
New American Plays. Desert is a smashup
of relationships inspired by the works of
filmmaker Michelangelo Antonioni and
Three Mile Island transcripts. Disintegrating couples video and re-video each other
with multiple live feeds designed by Scheib’s
frequent collaborator Leah Gelpe.
In March, his as-yet-untitled Mars
project premieres at P.S. 122, combining
scientific fact and fiction to imagine genuine
space colonization. In July, Scheib’s staging
of the biographical song cycle by the gypsy
cabaret punk band World Inferno Friendship
Society, titled Addicted to Bad Ideas: Peter
Lorre’s Twentieth Century, has its European
premiere at the Salzburg Sommerszene (it
played this past September at the Philadelphia
Live Arts Festival). This coming September,
not far away in Budapest, he will adapt Philip
K. Dick’s science fiction in a piece called
Time Again and Again, for Pont Mühely
theatre (whose actors also plan to take part
in the Mars project, if funding permits).
An engagement tentatively scheduled for
December will bring him to Minneapolis to
direct the premiere of Anthony Gatto’s opera
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of Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Americans
at the Walker Art Center. Scheib is writing
the libretto.
And that’s the year. Add to that at least
one student production, various readings,
teaching. “For the past three years, I’ve been
booked a year and half in advance,” he says,
again, evenly. “This year it’s almost two.”

Scheib is tall and lanky, with thick
brown curly hair going gray and a square,
friendly face with a point of a chin. He
moves and speaks casually—at a roundtable
discussion, he’d rather sprawl than sit. A
former high school track-and-fielder, he can
live in his body as well as his mind. (The
result, perhaps, of his Midwestern farm-boy
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issues—and then I found a
way to reassess them.”
I witnessed a sample of
Scheib’s approach last year,
when he directed Daniel
Veronese’s Women Dreamt
Horses at the Buenos Aires
in Translation festival at
P.S. 122. I’d seen Veronese’s
own production of his play
in Argentina—a semi-realistic dinner party in cramped
quarters, brimming with
suppressed violence. Under
Scheib’s direction, the playing space was vast and the
DXcX`bX C\[`^ `e BfddXe[\i BfYXpXj_` Xk >\idXepËj
violence was drawn to the
JXXice[`jZ_\j JkXXkjk_\Xk\i%
surface, enacted with boxing, slap fights, compulsive
upbringing. Actor Aimée Phelan-Deconinck
vomiting and semi-gymnastic stunts. Was
remembers, “In Germany, we were outside
this acting or contact improv? It played like
a rehearsal space. A shirt was in a tree, very
both—and, at the first show, also a bit like
high, and he lassoed it.”)
porn (when they’re talking, you just want
This casualness is also deceptive—or
the action). But when I returned for the final
no longer the whole story. The sprawling
show of the run, all was knit together: senproductions of Heiner Müller and of Scheib’s
sible, Argentine at the source, but American
own works (produced by his own theatres,
in tone and, most important, continuously
the Arcade Theatre and the American Theatre Institute) that gave him outlaw cred in
Minneapolis in the ’90s have been replaced,
10 years later, by shows that display a more
focused mind and structured development.

interesting. Scheib had gambled and won.
Scheib is perfectly comfortable being
textually faithful to other writers’ new plays,
but one thing about Women was atypical—its
low-tech style. At the finish of Women, the
gun-toting actor just yelled “Bang.” (By
comparison, This Place Is a Desert has four
screens with live video feed. The role of video
mediation in live performance has obsessed
Scheib for more than a decade.)
Listening to his players talk about how
they developed Women reveals a lot about
Scheib’s method. First of all, like his teacher
Anne Bogart, Scheib treats his actors as collaborators rather than instruments. “He’s
interested in people—who you are, what you
bring to the process and how you and only you
can bring that thing,” says another frequent
actor-collaborator April Sweeney. When their
extensive table work on Women finally ended,
Scheib brought the cast to its feet with small
exercises and wild-card requests—recipes
for moments the actors would go off and
create. “We composed a list of things to
have,” says Scott, “like 30 seconds of a repetition or one moment of the smallest possible
violent event.” One actor knew how to box.

N?8K I<D8@EJ @J ?@J 9I<8;K? F=
taste. “He likes high culture, but he also
likes trash,” declares German opera director
Berthold Schneider of the Saarländisches
Staatstheater in Saarbrücken, who imported
Scheib to direct episodes of the space opera
Kommander Kobayashi after seeing his work
in Berlin. “This is rare—there are few people
who can contain such various visual and other
impressions.” When asked why so many of
his adapted works have “after” in the credits—“after Tolstoy,” or Euripides—Scheib
speaks of searching for ways to make the
works as surprising as they were when they
were born. With Tolstoy’s play The Power of
Darkness, which he developed with his MIT
students before directing the show for Pont
Mühely, he dropped characters, restored
censored scenes and rewrote based on actor
improvisations. The play’s rural violence
resonated for Scheib. “I grew up in Iowa in
the ’80s when every third farmer went bankrupt. Rather than doing the play as a museum
piece, I did research to see to what extent it
paid homage to its time and engaged social
A8E'/ 8D<I@:8E K?<8KI<
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They used it. Dance-trained
suggests a formal economic
Phelan-Deconinck can stretch
relationship that they do not
her ankle above her head, casuyet have). Her role is flexible,
ally. So they used that too.
she says, but the management
Like the late Polish experresponsibilities are now hers.
imentalist Kantor, Scheib gives
Financial stability is still a goal.
titles to different periods of his
“We fantasize about taking
work. The past seven years,
over one of the regional theending with Desert, were “The
atres,” she says, even as she
Flight out of Naturalism.” A
admits she has no contact with
new era, “Simulated Cities/
them.
Simulated Systems,” is being
How long this alternative
born with the Mars project.
circuit can sustain them is a
Scheib’s research bent is
hanging question. “I put the
supported by his current berth
work out; I write letters. Most
at MIT, which, he says, forces
theatres are not interested,”
K_`j GcXZ\ @j X ;\j\ik Xk 9fjkfeËj @ejk`klk\ f] :fek\dgfiXip 8ik%
him to organize his thinking.
shrugs Scheib. Still, with the
“MIT is a research institution.
Under the Radar showcase, the
If my research has to do with the integration
tain a studio environment that I connect to
array of other projects on tap and Polanco on
of media and live performance, or developteaching, then I’ll continue to be happy,” he
board—not to mention the continuing loyalty
ment of tech for use in live performance, or
says. “When it becomes routine, it’s time to
of his players—2008 (or 2009 or 2010, when
exploring other theatrical idioms, I have to
leave—but as yet it’s never routine.”
his schedule opens up) could be the year love
theorize them and describe them in concrete
The practical challenge for Scheib is
meets money.
ways.” He can also use student productions
turning his theatre life into a living. In the
GcXpni`^_k Xe[ aflieXc`jk 8Xife DXZb
to begin explorations—he had his first crack
past year, Shoshana Polanco, who produced
JZ_cf]] ni`k\j ]i\hl\ekcp ]fi k_`j
at the Mars project at MIT in October, for
the Buenos Aires in Translation festival, has
dX^Xq`e\%
instance. “So long as I can continue to mainjoined him as creative producer (a title that
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JAY SCHEIB in his MIT studio. His multimedia work “BELLONA, DESTROYER OF CITIES,’’ based on the novel
“Dhalgren,’’ is part of the Emerging America festival. Photo credit: JONATHAN WIGGS/GLOBE STAFF

Taking a sci-fi tale
to the stage in ‘Bellona’
Laura Collins-Hughes
The Boston Globe
May 13, 2011 ET
BELLONA, DESTROYER OF CITIES At: Institute of Contemporary Art, through May 15. Tickets: $25,
$22 students. 617-478-3103, www.icaboston.org
CAMBRIDGE — The first time director Jay Scheib read “Dhalgren,’’ Samuel R. Delany’s cult-classic science fiction novel, it took him nearly a year. The dense and looping text sprawls to almost 900 pages in the
original edition, but length was not the obstacle. The speed bump he kept hitting was something he had
thrown in his own path: the decision, made before he had ever finished the book, that he would adapt it into
a theater piece.
“This is maybe a terrible admission, but it’s sort of how I read a lot of things — because you read it very
differently when what you’re planning to do is to engage with the material,’’ Scheib, a boyish 41, said on a
recent afternoon in his studio at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where he is an associate professor of theater.
Finally, Scheib skipped to the last chapter — “which kind of blew my mind,’’ he said. It also explained to
him much that he hadn’t grasped about Delany’s 1975 novel, set in a post-cataclysmic urban landscape
once inhabited by millions, now peopled by only a few thousand stragglers. Bellona is the name of the
American city in “Dhalgren’’; it is also the name of the Roman goddess of war.

Laura Collins-Hughes, The Boston Globe, May 13, 2011 ET
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“Bellona, Destroyer of Cities,’’ the theater piece Scheib made from the book, opens tonight at the Institute
of Contemporary Art, part of the weekend-long Emerging America festival. A highly physical, multimedia
production, it embraces the issues of race and sexuality that fuel Delany’s labyrinthine narrative. “It’s rated
R,’’ Scheib said.
“Bellona,’’ which premiered a year ago at the Kitchen in New York, is the second work in a science fiction
trilogy Scheib is developing. He has had the cooperation of Delany, the 69-year-old “Dhalgren’’ author,
throughout the creation of “Bellona.’’
“The fundamental dramatic structure of ‘Dhalgren’ is to take ordinary society and then remove a large
chunk of it and see what is left,’’ Delany explained by phone from New York. “Money is one of the things
that is removed in ‘Dhalgren,’ and a certain kind of social ability to enforce social laws is also removed.
What will happen?
“The quick assumption many people have is that we’ll, you know, devolve into chaos. Well, I think that
takes a little bit of time, and I think people bring their expectations of what life should be like even into a
situation like that.’’
For Delany, who has already seen “Dhalgren’’ adapted into an opera, allowing Scheib to make theater from
it was partly a matter of aesthetic curiosity. Even so, he wants to make sure that the result is recognizable to
him, that it jibes with what his 31-year-old self was trying to communicate in the novel that he spent five
years writing.
Scheib is scheduled to take part in a post-show conversation tomorrow night with Delany, whom he called
a very tough and very good critic. When the novelist gives him notes after a rehearsal, Scheib said, he puts
75 percent of them directly into the show — and yes, he added, that is a high proportion.
At MIT, where he made “Dhalgren’’ the subject of a course he taught, Scheib inhabits a studio that was
once a squash court. Its high wooden walls are covered with photographs and blueprints from theater and
opera productions he has made in this country and in Europe.
Video cameras and monitors are scattered throughout the space, the tools of a director whose work borrows
from an array of disciplines and typically combines live action with video. Scheib’s “This Place Is a
Desert,’’ seen at the ICA in 2007, was one such excursion.
“I keep threatening, like, oh, ‘The next couple things that I do will have no media whatsoever: no sound,
one light cue,’ ’’ said Scheib, who last month won a Guggenheim Fellowship that is meant to support the
completion of his trilogy.
But listen to him talk about people’s diminishing attention spans — he prefers to think of them as faster attention spans — or about the usefulness of video in the context of black-box theater architecture, and the
absence of cameras onstage seems like an empty threat for the moment. “For me, a video frame is
essentially just another proscenium,’’ he said. “It’s a way of getting a hold once again of the visual aspect
of performance, in a way which makes use of a vocabulary which culturally we know so well.’’ Using that
technology in “Bellona,’’ Scheib lends a new, 21st-century form to “Dhalgren,’’ a work that its author
described as “very much a novel of the 1970s.’’ “As many people have said, there’s nothing that dates
faster than science Fiction,’’ Delany said. “And the fact that ‘Dhalgren’ has actually managed to intrigue
people for this long I think makes me a very, very lucky writer.’’ That it has not dated, Scheib said, is
because the questions it raises about race and sexuality are still with us. “I think this novel should be no
longer politically relevant, but it is,’’ he said. “It could’ve been written this morning.’’
Laura Collins-Hughes can be reached at lcollins-hughes@globe.com.

Laura Collins-Hughes, The Boston Globe, May 13, 2011 ET
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Martian to a different drummer

Multimedia wizard Jay Scheib colonizes the Red Planet for theatrical research.
By Helen Shaw

MISSION CONTROL Scheib probes a strange planet.
Photograph: Naomi White

Deep in the belly of an abandoned vault on Wall Street, a man with a lizard tail talks softly to his foam claws
as another stages an aggressive seduction in a boardroom. An almost whisper-soft suggestion—“Could you
try that a little more tenderly?”—comes from the lanky director crouching at the lovers’ feet. Even though
embraces in Jay Scheib’s shows usually look like wrestling holds, the note persuades actor Caleb Hammond to grip his paramour slightly less viciously—as he half-nelsons her into a revolving chair. The lizard
picks up a camera.
http://www.timeout.com/newyork/articles/theater/28605/martian-to-a-different-drummer

Welcome to Mars. Or at least, welcome to a rehearsal of Untitled Mars: This Title May Change, a droll, discombobulating trip to the Red Planet as dreamed up by Scheib. An unlikely collision of scientific experiment and
Philip K. Dick, the show takes its inspiration from one of the Mars Desert Research Stations, a deadly serious
outpost where researchers wear space suits and run around the Utah desert. While the scientists simulate life
on Mars, Scheib’s company will simulate the scientists—though with a significantly lower budget. Set designer
Peter Ksander describes the mash-up of sci-fi and reality as the new alienation effect: “Jay is using Mars in the
same way that Brecht used the Thirty Years War.” It’s not that alien: The 38-year-old director lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts and teaches at MIT, where some of his students might actually have a crack at being
Mars pioneers.
As with almost all of Scheib’s work, the show will be thick with video, much of it shot live in the room. He may
not want to become a one-trick pony (“I have an Iphigenia coming up that has no video at all!” he assures us.
“Maybe three light cues!”), but Scheib is still known for his multimedia work. Video appears in most of his
shows, its function changing to create phantoms (The Vomit Talk of Ghosts), a sensation of surveillance (This
Is the End of Sleeping) or a self-consciously cinematic composition (the Godard-inflected This Place Is a
Desert). But the director claims there is a constant. “It all stems from trying to work on naturalism,” he explains.
“I wanted to take up the game that all my incredibly cool teachers—Robert Woodruff and Anne Bogart—had
said was dead. It was my rebellion.”
The resulting works, exquisitely designed with the lackadaisical rhythms of everyday speech, look totally unlike
the rest of the New York avant-garde, though they ring bells with theater buffs in Germany and France. “I am
synthesizing techniques that already exist,” Scheib readily admits. “It’s just that in Europe, the Wooster Group
isn’t on the fringes—they’ve been folded into the mainstream.”
Not everybody is a fan. Scheib’s dedication to observing human behavior forces theatrical time to slow to
something like real time, and the pace downshift can leave viewers impatient and disoriented. (Tip: Pretend
you’re in a gallery watching an installation.) And while theater has been incorporating projection for decades,
audiences still rankle at how the video steals focus. Says Scheib: “Desert upset a lot of people. Theater audiences feel bad that they’re watching a screen. But for me, video is a delivery system. It’s simply a way to bring
the performer closer.”
Scheib may be the most acclaimed experimental American director whose work you have never seen. The
New York premiere of This Place Is a Desert during Under the Radar in January moved him into the critical
spotlight, but this production at P.S. 122 will be his first high-profile run of any length here.
New York economics hobble Scheib’s process. His languorous, ensemble-driven works need long rehearsal
periods and the kind of technical fine-tuning that can’t be done on Off-Off Broadway’s panicky schedule. At
MIT, he develops work in peace, and then spends roughly four months in Europe making pieces at well-funded
spots like the Staatstheater Saarbrücken or Salzburg’s Mozarteum. The expense of dealing with Equity and
New York real estate drives our most interesting directors into the arms of European state funding.
Another major director who gigs too rarely in New York, Woodruff taught Scheib, but now sees him as a colleague. “It’s great that he found a home at MIT,” Woodruff says. “He can fly off to Europe, but he still has a
place to do his research. If you find another setup like that—please tell me first.” The struggle for funding is just
another reason to make Untitled Mars. “You should go to these space-vision conferences,” Scheib says with a
chuckle. “That community sounds just like a theater conference—it’s always about the lack of funding. It’s very
rarely about art.”
Untitled Mars: This Title May Change is at P.S. 122.
http://www.timeout.com/newyork/articles/theater/28605/martian-to-a-different-drummer
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Jay Scheib’s Bellona, Destroyer of Cities is a sensory overload of a surreal sci-fi
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mindfuck, a seriously epic vision of a post-apocalyptic city. It is slippy and unnerving,
violently sexual, brash, troubled and troubling.
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The show takes place in Bellona, which has been decimated by some disaster that noone quite remembers, and it is now a shattered landscape of violence and mayhem.
Every shifts – sexuality, race, place, politics – and the citizens have to cope with life in
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a lawless, upended society. The story follows two groups of people, a ragtag everchanging band of street-type people and a four-person family living in an apartment
that serves as a type of bunker against the chaos outside. The main character is Kid or
Kidd – a newcomer to Bellona who can’t remember her name but, determined to
become a great writer, uses the chaos as inspiration for a mysterious book of poems.
In Bellona sex is violence and once-normal interactions are fraught with conflict and
aggression. Scheib’s staging is intensely physical with the actors throwing each other
around and into the set, wreaking destruction on each other and their environs.
Conversations are like interrogations and what passes for affection is akin to assault.
Several crucial scenes unfold to a thundering edit of Led Zeppelin’s When The Levee
Breaks – and it captures the mood of threat, violence and majestic destruction
perfectly.

Austria

The experience of watching the show is as disorienting as life is for the characters –

Salzburg Festival

people come and go with little to no introduction, their names change, their identities,
sexualities and genders shift. Lines are delivered like threats and accusations. These
are not well-adjusted people having emotional crises, these are people who are living
with their backs constantly against the wall as the world falls apart around them.

Wiener Festwochen

wham city

Heightening the sense of disorientation is Scheib’s use of video. He is one of the few
directors who really seems to know how to blend performative and cinematic
vocabularies, using video cameras as tools to direct our attention to moments that
might be lost, or to heighten our awareness of multiple realities or just to create a
fractured sense of reality.

Belgium

The show is a rough beast, indeed, and getting caught up in the maelstrom is well
worth the trip. It plays at the Kitchen until April 10. It will probably sell out so get your tix
ahead of time.

Baltimore
Baltimore Theatre Project
The Lof/t

EFA
IETM
Kaai Theater
Kunsten Festival
Toneelhuis

Bellona, Destroyer of Cities features performances by Sarita Choudhury, Caleb
Hammond, Mikéah Ernest Jennings, Jon Morris, William Nadylam, Kaneza Schaal,
Tanya Selvaratnam, April Sweeney, and Natalie Thomas; Scenic Design by Peter
Ksander; Costume Design by Oana Botez-Ban; Sound Design by Catherine McCurry;
Lighting Design by Miranda k. Hardy; Video and Photography by Carrie Mae Weems
and Jay Scheib; Assistant Director: Laine Rettmer; Tour Producer: ArKtype/Thomas O.
Kriegsmann; Produced by Tanya Selvaratnam; Conceived and Directed by Jay Scheib.

http://culturebot.org/2010/04/03/jay-scheibs-bellona-at-the-kitchen/
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